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ABSTRACT
Ever since Mambo et al. [1] and Boneh et al. [2] introduced the notions of
proxy signature and aggregate signature in 1996 and 2003 respectively; the
cryptographic research took a rapid progress in these areas. Proxy signatures
play a vital role in many real world applications when signatures are to be
generated in the absence of the original signer. Aggregate signature schemes
have wider applications and dramatically reduce the communication
bandwidth and computational overhead. Keeping the merits of proxy and
aggregate signatures, in this work, we propose an efficient aggregate proxy
signature in Identity-based framework using bilinear pairings. This scheme
achieves constant signature size and constant pairings operations for
aggregate verification. We prove the security of the proposed scheme in
random oracle paradigm, tightly related to the Computational Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) problem. We compare the proposed scheme with related schemes.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
To overcome the task of maintaining certificate libraries used for revoking, storage and distribution
of certificates which require huge communication overload in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) based setting,
Shamir [3] in 1984, devised the paradigm called Identity Based Cryptosystem (IBC). In this system the public
key of a user can be directly derived from his/her personal identity like telephone number, e-mail address etc.
and the corresponding private key is issued by a trusted authority termed Key Generation Centre (KGC).
Later on, many encryption and signature schemes have been constructed in IBC setting, but the most usable
and practical encryption scheme using Weil pairing was devised by Boneh et al. [4], in 2001. Based on the
work in [4], many signature schemes in the ID based setting were proposed in the literature [5-8].
The concept of aggregate signature was introduced by Boneh et al. [2] in 2003. In this scheme a
single compressed signature is obtained upon combining different n signatures from different n users on
different n messages. Such signature can be verified by anyone and convince himself/herself that the n user‟s
undeniably signed the n original messages. Certainly, the performance of a signature scheme can be
calculated using computational overhead, but reducing communication bandwidth i.e. the signature size is
equally important. Aggregate signature is one such approach towards achieving this task. Based on the work
in [2], many aggregate signature scheme appeared in the literature in ID-based setting [9-14].
The concept of proxy signature is introduced by Mambo et al. [1] in 1996. In this scheme the
original signer delegates his/her signing capability using a warrant consisting of delegation rights to a proxy
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signer. Anyone can verify the validity of the proxy signature using the warrant delegated by the original
signer. Such schemes have many real world applications, such as the director of a company in his/her absence
delegates his/her signing rights to the concerned managers. Moreover, aggregating the proxy signatures
signed by the proxy signers and resulting into a single compact signature enables a verifier with less
computational overhead and reduced communication bandwidth. Based on the work in [1], many proxy
signature schemes in the ID-based setting appeared in the literature [15-18].
In 2013, Lin et al. [19] proposed an ID-based aggregate proxy signature scheme realizing warrantbased delegation. This scheme requires 3 pairing operations in the aggregate signature verification phase and
its security reduction is obtained using Forking lemma [20].
To meet the demands of aggregate and proxy signatures, in this paper, we proposed an ID-based
Aggregate Proxy Signature (IBAPS) scheme, which requires only 2 (constant) pairing operations in the
aggregate verification phase and of constant size, irrespective of the number of proxy signers participate in
signing. We proved the security model of our scheme in the random oracle model under CDH assumption
without using Forking lemma and hence the obtained security reduction is tight.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some preliminaries, including bilinear maps and
complexity assumptions. In Section 3, syntax and security model of IDAPS scheme is presented. Our efficient
IDAPS scheme is presented in Section 4. Security of the proposed scheme is proved in Section 5. In Section 6, we
compare our scheme with the related schemes. Finally, Section 7 concludes our work.
2.

PRELIMINARIES
This section summarizes some fundamental concepts and necessary hard problems related to our
scheme.
2.1 Bilinear Map
Let G and GT are cyclic groups under addition and multiplication respectively, both of same prime
order q with P as a generator in G. A map eˆ : G  G  GT is called bilinear if the following properties are
satisfied:
1. Bilinear:  A, B  G,  x, y  Z q* , eˆ( xA, yB)  eˆ( A, B) xy .
2. Non-Degeneracy:  A  G ,  eˆ( A, A)  1.
3. Computable:  A, B  G, eˆ( A, B ) can be computable using an efficient algorithm.
Upon making suitable variations in the Weil or Tate pairing one can obtain such maps on elliptic curves
over a finite field [4, 21].
2.2 Complexity Assumptions
In the following, we present some necessary hard problems on which the proposed scheme‟s
security is based.


Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem:  x, y  Z q* , given P, xP, yP  G
evaluate xyP  G.



Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) Problem:  x, y, z  Z q* , given P, xP, yP, zP  G

decide whether z  xy. If so, the tuple ( P, xP, yP, zP) is called a valid Diffie-Hellman tuple.
It is believed; in general that solving CDH problem with non negligible advantage cannot be done in
polynomial time.
 Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) Group: A group G is said to be a GDH group if there is a probabilistic
polynomial time algorithm to evaluate the DDH problem but such algorithm do not exist to evaluate
the CDH problem.

3.

SYNTAX AND SECURITY MODEL OF THE PROPOSED IDAPS SCHEME
In this section we present the syntax and security model of our proposed scheme.
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3.1 Syntax of IDAPS scheme
An IDAPS scheme involves a KGC, an original signer P0 , an aggregating set L of n proxy
users/signers P1 , P2 , ..., Pn and an aggregate proxy signature generator. The proposed IDAPS scheme
comprises six polynomial time algorithms: System Setup, Key Extraction, Warrant Delegation, Proxy
Signature Generation, Aggregation and Aggregate Proxy Signature Verification. Detailed functionalities of
these algorithms are presented below.
System Setup: For a given security parameter l, the KGC outputs the system parameters Params and the
master private key <s>. Params are made public, where as <s> is kept secret. Params are the necessary
input for the remaining algorithms.
Key Extraction: This algorithm run by the KGC takes as input the Params, identity IDi of a signer
Pi (i  0, 1, 2, ..., n); outputs the private key for IDi and forwards it to the corresponding user over a
secure channel.
Warrant Delegation: In this, the original signer P0 delegates his signing power to the proxy signers
Pi (i  1, 2, ..., n); by sending his/her signature for a warrant w to each Pi . w consists of all the identities
Pi (i  0, 1, 2, ..., n); the delegation time period and the description of signing rights. Each proxy signer
verifies the signature of the original signer for w.
Proxy Signature Generation: For obtaining the proxy signature on a message M i , a proxy user Pi  L

submits IDi , private key of IDi , message M i , along with the warrant w, and Params as input; to this
algorithm and outputs  i as a valid proxy signature.
Aggregation: On receiving different n proxy signatures { i }i 1, 2, ..., n , along with n identities, message pairs
{IDi , M i }i 1, 2, .., n , along with w, anyone among the proxy signers or a third party, can output  as an
aggregate proxy signature by running this algorithm.
Aggregate Proxy Signature Verification: This algorithm takes an aggregate proxy signature  , the n
identities, message pairs {IDi , M i }i 1, 2, .., n , along with w, as input, verifies whether  is valid or not. If
true, it outputs „1‟, else output „0‟.
3.2 Security Model of the Proposed IDAPS Scheme
In the following, we present the security model of our IDAPS scheme based on the security model in
[19]. In this model, the following game played between the forger/adversary A and the challenger C. We
divide the potential adversary A into the following three types.
Type 1 Adversary: In this type, the adversary A1 is provided with the public keys of the original signer and
all the proxy signers, and tries to forge the delegation for a chosen warrant or to forge the aggregate proxy
signature for some chosen aggregate messages.
Type 2 Adversary: In this type, the adversary A2 is provided with not only the public keys of the original
signer and all the proxy signers, but also all the private keys of the proxy signers, and tries to forge the
delegation by directly forging a valid signature for a chosen warrant.
Type 3 Adversary: In this type, the adversary A3 is provided with not only the public keys of the original
signer and all the proxy signers, but also the private key of the original signer, and tries to forge the
aggregate proxy signature for some chosen aggregate messages.
It is to see that the aggregate proxy signature scheme can resist the attacks plotted from both the
Type 2 and Type 3 adversaries, then it will be secure against the Type 1 adversary straight forwardly. The
security model of our proposed scheme is defined in the following.
Defiinition 1: An aggregate proxy signature scheme is said to be secure against any Type 2 adversary if there
is no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A2 can forge a valid signature  w on a chosen warrant w
by playing the game with a challenger C. In addition, A2 is said (t , qH1 , qE , qH2 , qD ,  )  to break a Nuser IDAPS scheme if Al2 can run in time at most t; makes at most qH1  qH2 queries to the oracles
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H1 , H 2 ; at most qE queries to key extract query; at most qD queries to delegation query; with
AdvIDAPS , A2 is at least  , in the game defined as follows.

Setup: C runs system setup phase to obtain Params.
H1  Query: C runs the H1 oracle on a chosen identity IDi and returns H1 ( IDi ).
H 2  Query: C runs the H1 oracle on a chosen identity IDi , a chosen warrant w, and a random U  G, and
then returns H 2 ( ID, w, U ).
Key Extract Query: C runs the key extract phase on a chosen identity IDi , and returns a private key
corresponding to IDi .
Delegation Query: C runs the delegation phase on a chosen warrant w and returns a signature  w of w.
Output: The adversary Al2 outputs {ID0 , w,  w } and wins the game if:
1. w is not w; and
2.  w is a valid signature of w.
Defiinition 2: An aggregate proxy signature scheme is said to be secure against any Type 3 adversary if there is
no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary A3 can forge a valid aggregate proxy signature  agg on the
chosen aggregate messages {M i }i 1, 2, ..., n by playing the game with a challenger C. In addition, A3 is said
(t , qH1 , qE , qH2 , qH3 , qS , N ,  )  to break a N-user IDAPS scheme if A l3 can run in time at most t;
makes at most qH1  qH2  qH3 queries to the oracles H1 , H 2 , H 3 ; at most qE queries to key extract
query; at most q S queries to aggregate sign query; for obtaining at most N forged individual proxy
signatures, with advantage AdvIDAPS , A3 is at least  , in the game defined as follows.
The Setup, H1 , H 2 , Key extract queries are same as defined above made by the adversary A l2 .
H 3  Query: C runs the H 3 oracle on a given warrant, chosen identity IDi , a chosen message M i , a chosen
valid signing time Ti , a chosen signature  0  (U 0 , V0 ) of an original signer returns
H 3 ( IDi , M i , w, U 0 , V0 ).
Aggregate Signature Query: Given the identities, messages and signing times tuple {IDi , M i , Ti }i 1, 2, ..., n of

n proxy signers, C runs proxy signature generation phase n times to obtain a proxy signature  i for M i for
(i=1, 2, …, n), and then runs the aggregation phase and returns a valid aggregate proxy signature  agg on the
given {IDi , M i , Ti }i 1, 2, ..., n .

 } for {M i}i 1, 2, ..., n and wins the game if:
Output: The adversary A l3 outputs {IDi , Mi, Ti ,  agg
M i is not any of M1 , M 2 , ..., M n and
 is a valid aggregate proxy signature.
 agg

1.
2.

4.

THE PROPOSED ID-BASED AGGREGATE PROXY SIGNATURE SCHEME
In this, we present the proposed IDAPS scheme and its detailed functionalities, as described in
Section 3.1.
1. System Setup: For a given security parameter l, the KGC run this algorithm as follows:


Generate two cyclic groups (G , ), (GT , ) such that G  GT  q  2l , q a prime.



Generate a generator P  G and an admissible bilinear map eˆ : G  G  GT .



Picks an integer s  Z q at random and computes Ppub  sP as the system‟s overall public key.
Also computes g  eˆ( Ppub , P).



Picks hash functions H1 :{0, 1}*  G , H 2 :{0, 1}* GT  Z q , and

H 3 :{0, 1}* G  GT  Z q .
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2.

Publishes the system‟s public parameters as
Params  G, GT , eˆ, q, P, Ppub , H1, H2 , H3 , g  and keeps the system‟s master private key <s>
with itself.
Key Extraction: This algorithm run by the KGC generates the public and private keys of a signer Pi
with identity IDi for i=1, 2, …, n. Upon receiving the identity IDi KGC computes QIDi  H1 ( IDi )  G
as the public key of IDi and d IDi  sQIDi  G as the private key of IDi and sends d IDi securely to
IDi .

3.

Warrant Delegation: The original signer P0 first prepares a warrant w to delegate his/her signing
capability to the proxy signers {Pi }i 1, 2, ..., n . The warrant w states the necessary proxy details, such as
the identity information of the original signer ID0 , and of the n proxy signers {IDi }i 1, 2, ..., n , the form
of information delegated, the period of delegation, i.e. the start-time TS and the end-time TE of the
delegation. Now w  {ID0 , ID1 , ID2 , ..., IDn , TS , TE }.
The signer P0 generates a signature  0  (U 0 , V0 )  GT  G for w by computing:

U 0  g r0  GT , for a random integer r0  Z q* .
h0  H 2 ( ID0 , w, U 0 )  Z q* ,
V0  h0d ID0  r0 Ppub  G.
Finally, P0 sends {ID0 , w,  0 } to each proxy signer Pi . Each proxy signer Pi can verify the validity
of the signature  0 of w by checking the following equality.
eˆ( P, V0 )  eˆ( Ppub , h0QID )U0 .
0

Proof of correctness:
eˆ( P, V0 )  eˆ( P, h0 d ID0  r0 Ppub )  eˆ( P, h0 d ID0 )eˆ( P, r0 Ppub )

 eˆ( P, h0 sQID0 )eˆ( P, r0 sP )  eˆ(sP, h0QID0 )eˆ(sP, P ) r0
 eˆ( Ppub , h0QID0 )eˆ( Ppub , P )r0  eˆ( Ppub , h0QID0 )U 0 .
4.

Proxy Signature Generation: When the proxy signer Pi wants to sign the message M i at the time Ti ,
for i=1, 2, …, n, under the warrant w, he/she verifies whether TS  Ti  TE or not. If Ti is out of the
valid period of the delegation, then abort this phase. Otherwise, Pi generates an individual proxy
signature  i  (U i , Vi )  GT  G for M i by computing:

U i  g ri  GT
hi  H 3 ( IDi , M i , w, V0 , U 0 )  Z q*
Vi  hi d IDi  ri Ppub  G.

5.

Now, Pi sends the tuple {IDi , M i , Ti ,  i } to the aggregate phase.
Aggregation: Upon receiving {IDi , M i , Ti ,  i } sent by Pi , this algorithm first verifies whether
TS  Ti  TE or not. If Ti is out of the valid period of the delegation, then discard the proxy signature
n

n

i 1

i 1

 i . Otherwise this algorithm computes U   Ui , V   Vi and outputs the aggregate proxy signature

 agg  (U , V ). Now this algorithm assures the validity of the individual proxy signature
 i  (U i , Vi ) of M i by checking the following equation.
eˆ( P, V )  eˆ( Ppub ,  hi QIDi )U .

Finally, this algorithm publishes {ID0 , w,  0 , IDi , Mi , Ti ,  agg } to the verifier (s).
6.

Aggregate Proxy Signature Verification: Upon receiving {ID0 , w,  0 , IDi , Mi , Ti ,  agg }, the
verifier first verifies whether TS  Ti  TE or not for all Ti ‟s. if any Ti is out of the valid period of the
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delegation, then decline the aggregate proxy signature  agg . Otherwise, the verifier ensures the validity
of  agg for {M i }i 1, 2, ..., 3 by checking the following equation.

eˆ( P, V )  eˆ( P,  hi d IDi  ri Ppub )  eˆ( P,  hi d IDi )eˆ( P,  ri Ppub )
 eˆ( P,  hi sQIDi )eˆ( P,  ri sP)  eˆ( sP,  hi QIDi )  eˆ( sP, P) ri
 eˆ( Ppub ,  hi QIDi )  eˆ( Ppub , P) ri  eˆ( Ppub ,  hi QIDi )U .

5.

SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this, we prove the security of the proposed IDAPS scheme in the random oracle model, for a
potential adversary of Type 2 and Type 3.
.
Theorem 1: Let A2 is a probabilistic polynomial time forger who can forge the proposed IDAPS scheme
with non negligible advantage. We show how to construct an algorithm B which can output the given
CDH instance with non-negligible advantage in probabilistic polynomial time.
Proof: Let a forger A 2 , breaks the proposed IDKIPS scheme. An algorithm say B is provided with

aP, bP  G and its goal is to output abP  G. B simulates an original signer to obtain a valid signature
from A2 and by doing so can solve the CDH problem.
Setup: B sets the system‟s overall public key as Ppub  aP and starts by giving A2 the Params. A2 is also
provided a randomly generated identity ID1. From then onwards, A2 can query the oracles H1 , H 2 , H 3 ,
Key Extract and delegation queries with B at any time.
H1  Queries: B keeps a list L1 , which is empty initially, of tuples ( IDi , ci , di , vi ) to respond to

H1  queries. Upon receiving a query on H1 oracle for ID  {0, 1}*, made by A 2 , B proceeds as
follows:
1. If L1 consists of the queried ID, then B responds with H1 ( ID )  v  G.
2.

If not, B flips a coin d  {0, 1} generated at random, which outputs „0‟ with probability 1/( qE  N ).

3.

*
Now, B picks a random integer c  Z q and computes v  c(bP )  G, for d  0 and v  cP  G, for

4.

d  1.
B adds ( ID, c, d , v) to the list L1 and returns H1 ( ID )  v  G to A 2 .

H 2  Queries: B keeps a list L2 , which is empty initially, of tuples ( ID, w, U , h), where w is a chosen
warrant to respond to H 2 queries made by A 2 . Upon receiving a query on tuple ( IDi , w, U i ), B
proceeds as follows:
1.

*
If L2 is with the queried ( IDi , w, U i ), then B provides H 2 ( IDi , w, U i )  hi  Z q .

2.

*
If not, B picks an integer hi  Z q at random, inserts ( IDi , w, U i , hi ) in L2 and returns

H 2 ( IDi , w, U i )  hi  Z q* to A 2 .
Key Extract Queries: Upon receiving the private key query on an identity IDi by A 2 , B retrieves the
respective tuple ( IDi , ci , di , vi ) from L1 and does the following.
1. It outputs „failure‟ and halts, for di  0.
If not, computes and returns d IDi  ci Ppub  ci (aP)  a(ci P)  G to A 2 .
Delegation: Upon receiving A2 ‟s query on a given warrant wi for an original signer with the identity IDi ,
B first confirms that {IDi , wi } was not requested before. If {IDi , wi } was requested before, then B
returns failure and aborts, otherwise does the following.
1. Runs H1 query on IDi and get the corresponding instance of 4-tuple ( IDi , ci , di , vi ) from L1.
2.
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k
*
Computes U i  g i , where ki  Z q is chosen at random and g  eˆ( Ppub , P).
Run H 2 query on ( IDi , wi , U i ), and get the corresponding instance of 4-tuple ( IDi , wi , U i , hi )
from L2 .

If di  0 holds, then return failure and abort, else compute Vi  (hi ci  ki ) Ppub and return
 i  (U i , Vi ) as a signature for wi .

Output: Eventually, A stops by conceding failure, as does B or returns a forgery  i  (U i , Vi ) for the
given warrant wi under IDi . Algorithm B obtains ( IDi , ci , di , vi ) from L1 , declares failure if di  1
and stops. If not, computes QIDi  ci (bP), for di  0. This forged signature  i must satisfy

eˆ( P, Vi )  eˆ( Ppub , hi QIDi )Ui .
Now, B retrieves the respective tuple ( IDi , wi , U i , hi ) from L2 and computes Vi  (hi ci  ki ) Ppub . for
i  1, we have
eˆ( P, Vi )  eˆ( P, hi QIDi Ppub )eˆ(Ppub , ki P )

 e(aP, hi ci (bP)  ki P)
 e( P, hi ci (abP)  ki aP)
 e( P, hi ci (abP)  ki Ppub )
 Vi  hi ci abP  ki Ppub  abP  hi1ci1 (Vi  ki Ppub ).
This concludes the description of algorithm B.
Theorem 2: Let A3 is a probabilistic polynomial time forger who can forge the proposed IDAPS scheme
with non negligible advantage. We show how to construct an algorithm B which can output the given
CDH instance with non-negligible advantage in probabilistic polynomial time.
Proof: Let a forger A3 , breaks the proposed IDKIPS scheme. An algorithm say B is provided with
aP, bP  G and its goal is to output abP  G. B simulates an original signer to obtain a valid signature
from A3 and by doing so can solve the CDH problem.
The setup phase, queries to the oracles H1 , H 2 , key extraction, made by the forger A3 , is similar
to that of the forger A 2 , described in proof under Theorem 1. At any time, A3 can make the queries to the
oracles H1 , H 2 , key extraction, H 3 , and aggregate sign with B as follows:
H 3  Queries: B keeps a list L2 , which is empty initially, of tuples ( IDi , M , w, U0 , V0 , hp ) to respond
to H 3 queries made by A3 . Upon receiving a query on tuple ( IDp , M p , w, U0 , V0 ), B proceeds as
follows:
1. If L2 is with the queried ( IDp , M p , T , U0 , V0 ), then B provides

H 3 ( ID p , M p , w, U 0 , V0 )  h p  Z q* .
2.

*
If not, B picks a random integer h p  Z q , inserts ( IDp , M p , w, U0 , V0 , hp ) in L2 and returns

H 3 ( ID p , M p , w, U 0 , V0 )  h p  Z q* to A3 .
Aggregate Sign Queries: By definition A3 knows the private key of the original signer P0 and has the
ability to generate a forged valid signature  0  (U 0 , V0 ) for a chosen warrant w0 . When A3 makes this
query on given aggregate set of identities, messages, and sign time tuple, i.e. ( IDi , M i , Ti )i 1, 2, ..., n of n
proxy signers under the chosen warrant w0 , B first confirms ( IDi , M i , Ti ) has not been requested
before. If ( IDi , M i , Ti ) was requested before, then B returns failure and aborts. Otherwise does the
following on each IDi and M i for i=1, 2, …, n.
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*
B queries the H1 oracle and obtains ( IDi , ci , di , vi ) from L1 , picks random integers k0 , ki  Z q

k

and computes U 0  g 0 , U i  g
2.

ki

where g  eˆ( Ppub , P).

*
If L2 contains ( ID0 , w0 , U 0 , h0 ), then B picks h0  Z q and tries again, i.e. B adds

( ID0 , w0 , U 0 , h0 ), to L2 .
Now, B computes V0  (h0c0  k0 ) Ppub and returns

 0  (U 0 , V0 ) to A3 as the queried valid

signature for warrant w0 . This can be seen from the following.

eˆ( P, V0 )  eˆ( P, ( h0 c0  k0 ) Ppub )
 eˆ( P, h0 c0 Ppub )eˆ( P, k0 Ppub )
 eˆ(aP, h0 c0 P )eˆ(aP, P )k0
 eˆ( Ppub , h0QID )U 0 .
0

3.

If L3 contains ( IDi , M i , w0 , U 0 , V0 , hi ), then B picks hi  Z q and tries again, i.e. B adds
*

( IDi , M i , w0 , U 0 , V0 , hi), to L3 . Now, B computes Vi  (hi ci  ki ) Ppub and returns

 i  (U i , Vi ) to A as the queried valid proxy signature of Pi with IDi under warrant w0 . This can
4.

be seen from the equation: eˆ( P, Vi )  eˆ( Ppub , hi QIDi )Ui .
If B does not abort any one of the queries and successfully outputs n forged individual proxy
n

n

i 1

i 1

signatures (U i , Vi ) for i=1, 2, …, n, then B computes U   U i , V   Vi and returns (U, V).
Output: Eventually, A3 stops by conceding failure, as does B or returns a aggregate forgery  on the set
of message, identity pairs {M i , IDi }i 1, 2, ..., n , not querying a signature on M 1 under ID1. Algorithm B
obtains ( IDi , ci , di , vi ) from L1 and continues if d1  0 and di  1 for 2  i  n. If not, B declares
failure and stops. We have QID1  c1 (bP), for d1  0 and QIDi  ci P, for di  1, i  1. This forged
aggregate proxy signature  must satisfy eˆ( P, V )  eˆ( Ppub ,  hi QIDi )U .
Now, B retrieves the n respective tuples ( IDi , M i , w0 , U 0 , V0 , hi ), from L3 and computes

Vi  (hi ci  ki ) Ppub for i  1, we have
eˆ( P, Vi )  eˆ( P, (hi ci  ki )Ppub )  e (Ppub , hi QIDi )eˆ (Ppub , P )ki  e (Ppub , hi QIDi )U i .
Implies  i is valid.
n

Now, B considers V1  V   Vi , and outputs
i 2

n

eˆ( P, V1 )  eˆ( P, V   Vi )  eˆ( Ppub , h1QID1 )U1
i 2

 eˆ(aP, h1c1 (bP))eˆ(aP, P)k1  eˆ( P, h1c1abP  k1Ppub ).
 V1  h1c1abP  k1Ppub  h1c1abP  V1  k1Ppub  abP  h11c11 (V1  k1Ppub ).
This concludes the description of algorithm B.

6.

EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
To compare the computational and communication efficiency of the proposed IDAPS scheme, we
consider the time-exhausting operations. According to [22, 23], 1Tp  1200tm , 1Tm  29tm , 1Ta  0.12tm ,
where Ta denote the time for evaluating a point addition in G, Tm denote the time for evaluating a point
scalar multiplication over G, T p denotes the time to compute one pairing operation, and t m denote the time
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to perform a modular multiplication in Z q* . Compared with the other operations, pairing evaluation
is the most time expensive. Even much research [21] is taking place to speed up the pairing computation, it is
still time consuming.
As shown in Table 1, the proposed IDAPS scheme requires a constant (two) number of pairing
computations for aggregate verification, and is independent with the number of signers; and requires less
pairing operations compared with the scheme [19]. Thus our scheme is computationally more efficient than
the scheme [19].
Also from Table 1, the aggregate signature size of the proposed IDAS scheme is 2 G , which is
independent of the number of signers. So, the proposed IDAS scheme is equally efficient, in
communicational point of view, with the scheme [19]. But the security reduction in [19] is obtained using
Forking lemma and so is not tightly related to the hard problem as pointed by the authors in [24, 25].
Table 1. Efficiency Table
Scheme

Aggregate
Signature Size

Aggregation

Aggregate Verification

Lin et al.
[19]

2G

2(n  1)Ta  0.24(n  1)tm

3T p  (n  2)Tm  (29n  3658)tm

Our IDAPS
Scheme

2G

(n  1)Ta  0.12(n  1)tm

2T p  nTm  (n  1)Ta  (29.12n  2399.88)tm

7.

CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new and efficient IDAPS scheme using pairings over elliptic curves. This
scheme achieves constant aggregate proxy signature size and requires a constant (two) number of pairing
computations in aggregate verification. In the random oracle paradigm, the proposed scheme is unforgeable,
proven secure under CDH assumption without using Forking lemma. From the efficiency analysis of our
scheme, we conclude that the proposed scheme is more efficient than the related schemes of this kind in
terms of computational overhead and communication bandwidth.
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